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SEWING FURNITURE



Quilter’s Vision and Companion Chest

Cutting Table
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Duo

At Tailormade, our mission is to provide you with affordable 
furniture that perfectly meets your individual sewing and 
crafting needs. Designed with the sewer in mind, each piece is 
stylish, versatile, durable and functional. 

Limited room to sew? No problem! Tailormade has plenty of 
options for small spaces. Looking to bring your next quilt to 
life? Tailormade has you covered with cabinets that feature 
expandable workspace. With solid quality and intelligent design 
features, every piece of Tailormade’s modern furniture will make 
your sewing room complete.
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DUO™

The convenient Tailormade Duo™ implements Tailormade’s best 
design features, creating a centralized space-saving sewing area.  
It houses a variety of machines and includes efficient and generous 
storage compartments with specialized thread storage. 
 
Design Features 

•  The back leaf extension is supported by one gate leg.
    (Extension 36-1/2" W x 12" D) 
•  The right and left leaf extensions are supported by an attached  
    sidewall. (Extension 18-1/4" W x 19"D) 
•  Rounded, finished edges and flush mount hinges to 
    prevent fabric from snagging.
•  Easy-roll lockable casters are attached to a reinforced  
    base frame. 
•  Removable notion and accessory trays. 
•  Removable thread and notion storage boxes. 
•  Built in glide-out thread closet holds up to 72 large spools.
•  Machine platform is supported by a three-position, touch  
    release lift (See page 14). 
 
Cabinet Dimensions 

Closed 
 •  23-5/8" W x 17-1/4" D x 30" H
Fully Opened 
 •  73-1/4" W (With right extension positioned)
 •  31" D (With front and back leaf extensions positioned)
 •  29-1/4" H
Lift Opening 
 •  24-1/4" W x 12-3/5" D 

Consult your retailer for lift opening and acrylic insert requirements.
Fully assembled, simply add casters, drawer handles, storage boxes 
and trays. Machine and notions shown are not included.

Available Finishes

Z-W001 Z-G001

White Grey Oak
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QUILTER’S VISION  
& COMPANION CHEST

The Quilter’s Vision is designed especially for large projects that 
require extra space. Its surface can more than double in size by 
extending the front, back and right leaf extensions. Each extension 
works independently and can be positioned as needed. The  
included Companion Chest can be repositioned for multiple uses  
and provides large capacity drawers for storage.  
 
Design Features 

•  The back leaf extension is supported by two gate legs.
    (Extension 55" W x 19-1/2" D) 
•  The left front leaf extension is supported by the large capacity  
    front drawer and Companion Chest. 
    (Extension 27-3/4" W x 15-3/4" D) 
•  The right leaf extension is supported by an attached sidewall.
    (Extension 15-3/4" W x 19-1/2" D)
•  Rounded, finished edges and flush mount hinges prevent fabric  
    from snagging.
•  Easy-roll lockable casters are attached to a reinforced  
    base frame.
•  Large capacity front drawer.  
•  All drawers feature steel drawer glides. 
•  The Companion Chest features large capacity drawers,  
    is free standing and can be positioned for best use.  
    (Companion Chest 26" W x 18" D x 24" H) 
•  Machine platform is supported by a three-position, touch  
    release lift (See page 14). 
 
Cabinet Dimensions 

Closed 
 •  56" W x 20-1/2" D x 29-1/4" H
Fully Opened 
 •  71" W (With right extension positioned)
 •  55" D (With front and back leaf extensions positioned)
 •  29-1/2" H
Lift Opening 
 •  24-1/4" W x 12-5/8" D 
 
Consult your retailer for lift opening and acrylic insert requirements. 
Fully assembled, simply add casters and drawer handles. Machine and 
notions shown are not included.

Available Finishes

Q-W001 Q-G001

White Grey Oak
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ECLIPSE

Designed to provide maximum storage and function in a minimal space. 
The Eclipse features multiple fabric, thread and notions storage boxes 
and trays. The work surface can expand as needed, and there is plenty 
of storage space for a second machine or serger.  
 
Design Features 

•  The back leaf extension is supported by two gate legs.
    (Extension 43-1/4" W x 15-3/4" D) 
•  The left front leaf extension serves as an optional serger platform. 
    (Extension 16-1/2" W x 18-7/8" D) 
•  Right leaf extension. 
    (Extension 26-3/4" W x 19" D)
•  Rounded, finished edges and flush mount hinges prevent fabric  
    from snagging.
•  Easy-roll lockable casters are attached to a reinforced  
    base frame. 
•  Removable notion and accessory trays. 
•  Removable thread and notion storage boxes. 
•  Removable accessory and fabric bins.
•  Generous storage compartment. 
•  Machine platform is supported by a three-position, touch  
    release lift (See page 14). 
 
Cabinet Dimensions 

Closed 
 •  43-1/2" W x 20" D x 30" H
Fully Opened 
 •  70-1/4" W (With right extension positioned)
 •  53-1/4" D (With front and back leaf extensions positioned)
 •  29-1/2" H
Lift Opening 
 •  24-1/4" W x 12-5/8" D 
 
Consult your retailer for lift opening and acrylic insert requirements. 
Fully assembled, simply add casters, drawer handles, storage boxes 
and trays. Machines and notions shown are not included.

Available Finishes

E-W001 E-G001

White Grey Oak
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CUTTING TABLE

The Cutting Table is the perfect companion workstation for any 
sewing room or crafting center. Its designed to provide a generous 
double-sided storage solution with two front drawers and an 
alcove, while the back features accessory and fabric bin storage. 
Its expansive work surface is built at an ideal ergonomic height for 
working while standing. 
 
Design Features 

•  Each side extension can be positioned independently and are  
    supported by two gate legs each.
•  Rounded, finished edges and flush mount hinges prevent fabric  
    from snagging.
•  Easy-roll lockable casters are attached to a reinforced  
    base frame. 
•  All drawers feature steel drawer glides. 
•  Removable accessory and fabric bins.
 
Cabinet Dimensions 

Closed 
 •  20” W x 39-3/8” D x 35-1/4” H
Fully Opened 
 •  71-1/2” W (With right extension positioned)
 •  39-1/2” D (With front and back leaf extensions positioned)
 •  36” H

Fully assembled, simply add casters, drawer handles, accessory and 
fabric bins. Notions shown are not included.

Available Finishes

CT-W001 CT-G001

White Grey Oak
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COMPACT

The Compact is the perfect solution for any small space. It’s a  
great add-on cabinet to complete your Tailormade suite and  
closes conveniently for storage. It’s also a perfect home for a 
second or third sewing machine. Although smaller in size, the 
Compact integrates all of Tailormade’s very best design features. 
 
Design Features
•  Rounded, finished edges and flush mount hinges prevent fabric  
    from snagging.
•  Easy-roll lockable casters are attached to a reinforced  
    base frame. 
•  Removable notion and accessory trays. 
•  Removable thread and notion storage boxes.
•  Machine platform is supported by a three-position, touch  
    release lift (See page 14). 
 
Cabinet Dimensions
Closed 
 •  23-5/8" W x 17-1/4" D x 30" H
Fully Opened 
 •  47-1/2" W (With right extension positioned)
 •  17-1/4" D (With front and back leaf extensions positioned)
 •  29-1/2" H
Lift Opening 
 •  18-7/8" W x 11-1/4" D 
 
Consult your retailer for lift opening and acrylic insert requirements. 
Fully assembled, simply add casters and storage boxes. Machine and 
notions shown are not included.

Available Finishes

C-W001 C-G001

White American Grey Oak



FEATURES
SEWING FURNITURE
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Three-Position Machine Lift 
A gentle push on the lift moves your machine from storage to sewing positions. 

STORAGE POSITION 
Shown with filler board

SEWING POSITION 
Shown with custom acrylic insert

FREE ARM SEWING POSITION

Thread and Notion 
Storage Boxes and Trays

Notions shown are not included.
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Tailormade Cabinets Combine 
Innovative Design, Quality and Value 

Available exclusively through your local retailer, 
Tailormade cabinets come fully assembled and 
integrate the most requested design features that 
will enhance your sewing experience and your 
home. Each cabinet comes complete with a unique 
combination of characteristics that make your sewing, 
serging, embroidery, quilting and crafting easy as can 
be. See why the Tailormade brand is among the most 
desired sewing furniture.  
 
Visit us at Tailormadecabinets.com

Duo

Quilter’s Vision and Companion Chest

Compact

Eclipse

Cutting Table
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SEWING FURNITURE

At Tailormade, we know that having the right sewing work surface is important to you. So, we’ve 
designed all of our sewing cabinets with your needs in mind. Tailormade furniture is designed to 

be comfortable and functional, and to provide you a quality product at an exceptional value. 
Visit TailormadeCabinets.com for more information.

1119TLCB Brought to you by Tacony Corporation®.


